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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue  ]

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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the Vietnam War at Kent State University,
wounding nine and killing four. Backderf
conducts extensive interviews and
research into the lives of those affected.
Written and drawn by Derf Backderf. 288
pages for $24.99

Aftershock
Miles to Go #1: Amara Bishop is a newly
single mother with a long-buried past.
Raised by an alcoholic father in a rundown

trailer, Amara learned to kill as a child.
She hasn’t killed since she was 13, but
when her mentor is murdered, she has no
other choice. Written by B. Clay Moore
with art from Stephen Molinar. 32 pages
for $4.99

AWA Studios
Grendel, KY #1: For decades, the town
of Grendel, Kentucky has sacrificed one
human in exchange for agrarian
prosperity. When one town elder breaks
this pact, their only hope is that their

prodigal daughter will return home to fight
for them. Written by Jeff McComsey with
art from Tommy Lee Edwards. 32 pages
for $3.99

Birdcage Bottom Books
Woods GN: After suffering a psychotic
breakdown triggered by the election of a
powerful demagogue, Beth and her
husband Jason move to a remote cabin in
the woods. As they try to rebuild their
lives, otherworldly arbiters conspire
against them—or for them? Written and
drawn by Mike Freiheit. 144 pages for $15

Boom! Studios
An Unkindness of Ravens #1: Not all
witches burned during the Salem Witch
Trials. The survivors protected the ancient
secrets entrusted to them for generations.
They call themselves the Ravens. Written

Welcome Back!!! We missed you!

Abrams Appleseed
Our Little Kitchen HC: In this cute
picture book, a crew of resourceful
neighbors come together to prepare a meal
for their community. Includes a number
of recipes and the story that inspired the
book. Written and drawn by Jillian
Tamaki. 48 pages for $17.99

Abrams Comicarts
Guantanamo Voices: True Accounts
From the Infamous Prison HC: 780
people have been sent to Guantanamo Bay
without being charged with a crime. Sarah
Mirk interviews ten of those people whose
lives have been shaped by this experience.
Written and drawn by Sarah Mirk. 208
pages for $24.99

Kent State: Four Dead in Ohio: In May
of 1970, the Ohio National Guard gunned
down unarmed college students protesting

By Zoe Hu
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by Dan Panosian with art from Marianna
Ignazzi. 32 pages for $3.99

Firefly: Blue Sun Rising #0: Mal
Reynolds has a new partner and he’s a
law-enforcing robot from the Blue Sun
corporation. To keep his job, he must play
by the corporation’s rules. Written by
Greg Pak with art from Dan McDaid. 32
pages for $3.99

Firefly: Watch How I Soar OGN: Hoban
Washburne is about to die. In this book,
he revisits untold moments in his life.
Written and drawn by a variety of people.
128 pages for $19.99

We Only Find Them When They’re
Dead #1: Captain Malik and the crew of
the Vihaan II harvest resources from the
giant corpses of alien gods found on the
edge of human space. While other autopsy
ships race to salvage the meat, minerals,
and metals that sustain the human race,
Malik sees an
opportunity to
finally break
free from this
system by
being the first
to find a living
god. Written by
Al Ewing with
art from
Simone Di
Meo. 32 pages
for $3.99

Cyperpunk 2077: Trauma Team #1 (of
4): Nadia, an assistant EMT for a privately
owned business known as Trauma Team
International, is the sole survivor of a
failed rescue mission turned shootout.
Sadly, this series is not about her choosing
to retire and seek therapy, but rather get
deeper into life-threatening situations.
Written by Cullen Bund with art from
Miguel Valderrama. 32 pages for $3.99

Stranger Things: Science Camp #1 (of
4): Dustin arrives at Camp Know Where
to navigate the new social hierarchy
without the support of his Hawkins
adventuring team. Soon a mysterious
figure with sinister intent arrives... Written
by Jody Houser with art from Marissa
Louise. 32 pages for $3.99

DC Entertainment
Batman: The Joker War Zone #1: One
shot. Joker has taken over the Wayne
fortune and wages a street war against the
Dark Knight. Written by a buncha
different writers with art from a buncha
different artists. 48 pages for $5.99

Dark Nights: Death Metal Multiverse’s
End #1 One Shot: Perpetua, mother of all
existence, has culled all life and creation
in the Multiverse, condensing all beings
to one planet: Earth Prime. Someone’s
gotta fight it. Written by James Tynion IV
with art from Juan Gedeon. 48 pages for
$5.99

Dark Nights: Death Metal Speed Metal
#1 One Shot: The Darkest Knight is after
Wally West and his Dr. Manhattan
powers. Written by Joshua Williamson
with art from Eddy Barrows & Eber
Ferreira. 48 pages for $5.99

Dark Nights: Death Metal Trinity
Crisis #1 One shot: Wonder Woman,
Batman, and Superman amp up their
power to launch an assault on Castle Bat.
Written by Scott Snyder with art from
Francis Manapul. 48 pages for $5.99

Doomsday Clock: The Complete
Collection TP: Seven years after the
events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has
come up with a new plan to redeem
himself. The first step? Finding Dr.
Manhattan. Written by Geoff Johns with
art from Gary Frank. 456 pages for $39.99

Cernunnos
Tom of Finland: The Official Life and
Work of a Gay Hero HC: The official
illustrated biography detailing the life and
work of Touko Laaksonen, aka Tom of
Finland, the artist behind some of the most
iconic gay erotic art of the 20th century.
296 pages for $50

Dark Horse
Bill & Ted Are Doomed #1 (of 4): Things
are not so excellent lately, so Bill & Ted
decide the best thing they can do is a world
tour to spread the love! Written by Evan
Dorkin with art from Roger Langridge. 32
pages for $3.99
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Hellblazer: Rise & Fall #1 (of 3):
Somebody is throwing dead businessmen
down from the sky. Detective Aisha
Bukhari is on the case when old friend
John Constantine shows up. Together they
realize the raining businessmen are
somehow connected to their misspent
childhoods. Written by Tom Taylor with
art from Darick Robertson. 32 pages for
$6.99

Etch
Ichiro: Raised by his Japanese mother,
Ichiro constantly thinks about his dead
American father. His mother decides to
take them to Japan where Ichiro bonds

:01 First Second Books
Displacement GN: Kiku finds herself in
1940s America alongside her Japanese
grandmother, one of the many Japanese
Americans forced into internment camps
during World War II. Written and drawn
by Kiku Hughes. 288 pages for $17.99

Dungeon Critters: A tight-knit squad of
animal companions on a wild D&D-style
adventure investigating a sinister botanical
conspiracy among the furry nobility!
Written by Natalie Riess with art from
Sara Goetter. 256 pages for $14.99

A Map to the Sun GN: Ren and Luna
meet as young girls and become instant

with his grandfather—until a monster
drags him away into the domain of the
gods. Now he must face his fears and learn
about the nature of man, gods, and war.
Written and drawn by Ryan Inzana. 288
pages for $16.99

Timo the Adventurer GN: Having read
every book in his tiny village, young Timo
decides it is time to leave home and

become a hero (easier said than done).
After rescuing an enchanted beast named
Broof, Timo gains an ally with a
mysterious past. Written by Jonathan
Garnier with art from Yohan Sacre. 128
pages for $10.99

Fantagraphics
Post-Apocalypto: The Graphic Novel:
The final piece of Tenacious D’s Post-
Apocalypto universe (following their tour
and album), the duo find themselves thrust
into a desolate world following the
dropping of an atomic bomb. Surviving
the attack, Jables and KG must save and
repopulate the earth. Each copy comes
with an access code to the audiobook
(where you can hear the album, too)..
Written by Kyle Gass with art from Jack
Black! 184 pages for $29.99

First Look Productions
The Nib: Power: Power is all around us.
See how these cartoonists think and
interact with it. Featuring various writers
& artists. $14.95
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friends, but when Luna returns to Oahu,
she all but ghosts Ren. Years pass, and
when Luna returns hoping to rekindle their
friendship, Ren is hesitant. Still, they share
an undeniable magnetism. Written and
drawn by Sloane Leong. 368 pages for
$17.99

Henry Holt
Flamer GN: Aiden goes to summer camp
and learns to navigate his feelings as it
becomes increasingly obvious that he’s
super, super gay. Written and drawn by
Mike Curato. 368 pages for $17.99

IDW
The Book Tour: G.H. Fretwell, a minor
English writer, embarks on a book tour to
promote his latest book. It isn’t going very
well to begin with, but bad turns worse as
the police begin to question him about
someone
e l s e ’ s
disappear
a n c e . . .
W r i t t e n
a n d
drawn by
A n d i
Watson.
2 7 2
pages for
$24.99

to unravel the fabric of the universe, as all
cats wish to do. Written and drawn by
Emma Kubert & Rusty Gladd. 24 pages
for $3.99

Stillwater #1: Nobody dies in the town of
Stillwater. That’s not just a promise—it’s
a threat. Written by Chip Zdarsky with art
from Ramón K. Pérez & Mike Spicer. 40
pages for $3.99

Legendary Comics
Lupina GN: Four-year-old Lupa is
bullied mercilessly by her older sister, but
her mother has always protected her.
When tragedy strikes, Lupa finds herself

Image Comics
The Department of Truth: Cole Turner
has studied conspiracy theories all his life,
but he never expected to find out that
they’re all true—from the JFK
assassination to Flat Earth Theory. What
is the secret behind the Department of
Truth? Written by James Tynion IV with
art from Martin Simmonds. 32 pages for
$3.99

Dracula, Motherf**ker! HC: Campy,
grindhouse vampires in 1970s Los
Angeles. What else could you possibly ask
for? Written by Alex de Campi with art
from Erica Henderson. 72 pages for $16.99

Gunning for Ramirez Vol. 1: What if the
deadliest assassin in Mexico was actually
a vacuum repairman in Arizona? Written
and drawn by Nicolas Petrimaux. 144
pages for $16.99

Inkblot #1:
A powerful
s o r c e r e s s
attempts to
correct her
g r e a t e s t
m a g i c a l
mis take—a
magical cat
that can travel
through time,
space and
reality. The
cat threatens
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without a mother or friend until she-wolf,
Coras, takes her under her paw. Written
and drawn by James F. Wright. 96 pages
for $14.99

Marvel
Amazing Spider-Man #850: Landmark
issue! Variant covers available. Oh jeez,
Green Goblin is back... Written by lots of
people with art from lots of other people.
96 pages for $9.99

Amazing Spider-Man: Sins of Norman
Osborn #1 One shot. Sin-Eater is still out
there messing things up. Spider-Man calls
on every other Spider Hero he knows to
help defeat him. Written by Nick Spencer
with art from Federico Vicentini. 40 pages
for $4.99

Empyre: Aftermath Avengers #1: One
shot. Forces gather one last time. Written
by Al Ewing with art from Valerio Schiti.
40 pages for $4.99

Empyre Fallout: Fantastic Four #1: One
shot. The Profiteer returns. Written by
Dan Slott with art from Sean Izaakse. 32
pages for $3.99

Immortal She-Hulk #1: One shot. The
Invasion has changed everything for
Jennifer Walters. Written by Al Ewing
with art from Jon Davis-Hunt. 40 pages
for $4.99

Dating, sex, politics, and violence are all
confronted with outrageous humor.
Written and drawn by Shary Flenniken.
160 pages for $37.95 and super highly
recommended!

Nobrow
Mason Mooney: Paranormal
Investigator GN: Mason Mooney has no
heart—literally and figuratively. He’s on
a mission to prove to the Paranormal
Society that he’s the best investigator in
town, but of course, the ghosts, zombies
and witches he’s hunting are not into it.
Written and drawn by Seaerra Miller. 75
pages for $12.99

Iron Man #1: Tony Stark puts away his
fancy tools to try and remember what got
him into tech in the first place, but then
bad things start happening and he has to
suit up again. Written by Christopher
Cantwell with art from Cafu. 40 pages for
$4.99.

The Rise of Ultraman #1 (of 5): The
United Science Patrol must protect against
the Kaijus. Written by Kyle Higgins &
Mat Groom with art from Francesco
Manna with Michael Cho. 48 pages for
$5.99

X of Swords: Creation #1: One shot. A
tower. A mission. A gathering of armies.
Written by Hickman with art from Pepe
Larraz. 72 pages for $6.99.

New York Review Comics
Trots and Bonnie HC: Shary Fleniken’s
classic National Lampoon cartoon follows
the adventures of the guileless teenager
Bonnie and her wisecracking dog, Trots.
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:
Brian Hibbs
Tony Guzman
Zoe Hu
Emma Munger
James Reid
Jeremy Talamantes
Nathan Williams

Comix Experience
305 Divisadero Street

(at Page)
SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

and
Comix Experience Outpost
2381 Ocean Ave.

        (at San Leandro)
SF CA, 94127
(415) 239-2669

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

Oni Press
Frankie and the Creepy Cute Critters:
The other kids are not charmed by Frankie
Fairy’s knowledge and love of bugs, but
maybe her creepy crawly friends can help
her learn to fit in better. Written and drawn
by Caitlin Rose Boyle. 40 pages for $12.99

Odessa: When the Big One hits along the
Cascadia fault line, Virginia Crane’s life
is in ruins. On the same day, her mother
disappears. As the years pass, she gets
used to a life without her. On her 18th
birthday, a package with the clues to her
mother’s whereabouts arrives on her
doorstep, and she’s determined to find
her—even if it means leaving her family
behind. Written and drawn by Jonathan
Hill. 328 pages for $19.99

A Quick & Easy Guide to Consent: Get
the basics behind healthy relationships
based on trust and communication.
Written and drawn by Isabella Rotman. 80
pages for $7.99

Random House Graphic
Séance Tea Party GN: Growing up
sounds awful, and Lora doesn’t
understand why her friends seem so
excited to do it. In the hopes of
maintaining her carefree life, she hosts a
tea party, during which she finds out her
house is haunted by a ghost girl of the
same age, Alexa. The fun seems like it’ll
last forever, but of course, nothing can.
Written and drawn by Reimena Yee. 272
pages for $12.99

Witches of Brooklyn GN: With her home
and mother gone, Effie moves in with her
two mysterious aunts she’s never met
before. Of course, it turns out they’re
witches, and Effie’s life will never be the
same. Written and drawn by Sophie
Escabasse. 240 pages for $12.99

SELFMADEHERO
Orwell GN: An intimate and definitive
portrait of the man behind 1984, Animal
Farm, and Shooting an Elephant. Written
and drawn by Pierre Christin. 160 pages
for $22.99

Thoreau & Me GN: Cédric, a Parisian
painter, is contacted by the spirit of Henry
David Thoreau. Yes, that one. As they
engage in a Socratic dialogue, Cédric
notices a striking parallel between the
suffocating commercialism of 19th

century America and the unsustainable
and alienating consumerism of today.
Written and drawn by Cedric Taling. 128
pages for $22.99

When I Came Out HC GN: 40-
something Louise is married to Peter and
they have four children, a lovely house,
and financial stability. Still, she finds
herself burning to come out and live as a
lesbian. Can she let go of her safe,
comfortable life and live as she truly is?
Written and drawn by Anne Mette Kærulf
Lorentzen. 144 pages for $22.99

Silver Sprocket
M a r i e
and the
Worryw
art: Marie
is just
trying to
live her
life but her
annoying
c o m p a n
ion, The
W o r r y w
art, will
not leave
her alone.
See how
she copes.
Written and drawn by Jenn Woodall. 32
pages for $5

Toon Books
Black Heroes of the Wild West: Three
extraordinary and true tales of Black
heroes who stood up for their communities
in the Old West: Mary Fields, Bass
Reeves, and Bob Lemmons come to life
in this book that reminds you the Wild
West wasn’t as white as the movies say.
Written by James Otis Smith with art from
Kadir Nelson. 56 pages for $9.99

Z2
Chasin’ the Bird: Charlie Parker in
California HC GN: Charlie “Bird” Parker
and Dizzy Gillespie brought frenetic
sounds od bebop from the East Coast jass
underground to the West Coast for a two
month residency at Billy Berg’s
Hollywood jazz club in 1945. This book
follows their journey. Written and drawn
by Dave Chisholm. 160 pages for $29.99
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